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preface
The Influence of a good child care center

is not limited to the children who are cared for,
the staff itself, or the mothers who participate.
Older and younger brothers and sisters, friends,
neighbors, volunteers may all gain from changes
brought about by the child care center. In some
instances, the neighborhood is brightened up,
inspired by the attractiveness of the center, and
pride emerges to spark new efforts. School
teachers and principals, ministers, and local
agencies also grow more helpful, more interested
in children.

This comes from the friendliness of the
center staff to the whole family and to the neigh-
bors. It also comes from the quality of every
aspect of the child care centerthe cheerful
setting, the good food, the well-organized space
for activity, the children's progress in learning
and selfcontral, the experience of helping to im-
prove the center itself and the neighborhood, the
resulting good feelings, and a contagious sense
of progress.

At one child care center on a dirt road
full of deep ruts and holes, with some adjacent
yards full of junk and neighboring houses in a run
down condition, major changes occurred. The city
street department improved the road; the real
estate agent repaired and painted nearby houses
while resident owners painted their own; and vol-
unteers from the police department cleaned up
the junk. Yards bare and full of scraggly weeds
were seeded and made neat. It all takes effort,
but the response releases new energy.

Thus child care centers have the oppor-
tunity of providing massive help for the nation's
children through contributing to wholesome phy-
sical, mental, and social development, and also
to an improved environment for the children. The
child in a good center all day will receive good
food, exercise, and rest to build a healthy body,
as well as assistance in correction of physical
problems.

Through constant communication with
teachers and aides, language is developed, vo-
cabulary Is enlarged naturally, thought Is stim-
ulated, and a healthy self-concept evolves. Use
of toys and other play and work materials in-
volves exercise and development of sensory
motor skills, along with many concepts of color,
size, shape, weight, balance, structure, and de-
sign. Stories and songs encourage integration of
feelings, action, and ideas, while developing
imagination.

Spontaneous play in the housekeeping
corner or with blocks allows the child to play out
his observations of the family and the commun-
ity. Other chit fren may broaden their ideas and
skills through watching and joining In the play.

Neither health, nor adequate mental de-
velopment, nor constructive social behavior can
be guaranteed for the rest of the child's life if the
following yew:: do not also meet his needs ade-
quately. But good total development In childhood
can provide prerequisites for further growth and
can help to prevent the beginnings of retardation,
disorganized behavior, early delinquency, and
emotional disturbance.
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A SETTING
FOR GROWTH

Climbing such a challenging object brings cautious judgment of distance, and coordination of arms and legs.
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Why does a child need a special setting
to grow? With food, shelter, clothing, and rea-
sonable health, every child will grow. It is nature's
way.

This was the narrow approach of many
people years ago in thinking about the needs
of children. It assumed that every child's needs
are Identical. If their physical wants are met, they
will grow In body. If they are exposed to words
and numbers, they will grow In mind.

This belief was responsible for look.
alike public school classrooms with desks bolted
down In rigid rows. It prompted the establishment
of orphanages and foundling homes to care for
large numbers of unwanted children.

Yet, while education was locked into
an inflexible routine of memorizing facts, teach-
ers were aware that the so- nailed "bright" chil-
dren, who learned rapidly, usually came from
homes where there' was a variety of challenging
things to do and where grownups encouraged
them to explore freely.

Today we know that growth Is more than
getting taller and learning our times tables,
though both are a part of growing up. The growth
we aim for is mental and social, as well as
physical. A muscular six -foot man, who grow up
in a drab, stark environment: might possoss an
Impressive body, but might not be able to reason
as well as a 10-year old boy, who had lived all
his life in a challenging setting. Our fictitious
"superman" might also harbor such angry feel.
pigs toward the world that he cannot work with
other people nor earn his own living.

With total development In mind, we must
examine the setting of a child care center In a
different light. We assume that the building Is
sturdy and the floors solid; that the heating plant
is adequate to keep it warm in winter and that
there Is sufficient ventilation in summer; that the
plumbing works and there are enough toilets; that

--_
Explorini the wootlii- uses all sensoni and muscles.

_
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the floors are free of splinters or covered with a
smooth, easily cleamed surface; that if there are
stairs, the railings are strong enough to hold the
adventuresome child who can't resist a slide
down the bannister.

We know that rooms with large windows
to let sunlight in and permit small eyes to view
what is happening outside are desirable. Dra-
peries may be needed if the street scene is so
busy and noisy that it disrupts the children's
rest period.

We also know that outside areas should
be securely fenced to keep curious feet from
wandering away and inquisitive older children
and dogs from wandering in. A chain-link fence
generally is best for lending a feeling of open-
ness, unless, again, there are too many distrac-
tions outside,

For many children, the center is home
for most of their waking hours. Therefore, it
should be home-like and cheerful, reflecting
warmth and security as a good home does.

With all these basic considerations in
mind, we now want to direct our attention to
space and how it can be used to promote all-
around growth in children.

selecting
a location

SpaceWhen a search for appropriate quarters
for a child care center begins, the first consider-
ation will be space. The searching committee
will see empty rooms of various sizes and shapes
and outdoor areas of different dimensions and
characteristics. They may inspect a vacant house,
an unused store, the basement of a church, or
rooms in a housing development. It will all be
empty spacethe first ingredient in making a
child care center.

But children are not cattle on the open
range. While the wide open spaces may be what

6

some of our animals need, our children need
space organized and adapted to fit their particu-
lar stage in growth. The way space is used has a
great deal to do with learning and development,
and everyone responsible for finding the bast
possible location for a child care center would
make a wiser choice if he kept this in mind.

Ample space Is essential, of course, but
space that challenges, not represses; that set-
tles, not disturbs; that protects, not threatens;
that helps, not hinders. When space Is handled
with the needs of young children in mind, it en-
courages good work habits. It reduces distrac-
tions and promotes concentration. It allows one
child, for instance, to paint quietly without inter.
ruption, while others carry on an animated game
of "visiting the neighbors" in another corner.

Space furnished with a variety of natural
and man-made objects stimulates a child's curi-
osity and makes learning by discovery an every-
day occurrence. An environment planned by peo-
pie who understand young children can aid in
the development of self-control. A carefully ar-
ranged setting can promote a child's social de-
velopment and assist him in getting along with
others.

It takes a keen imagination to look at
an empty room and visualize ten lively young-
sters busy doing the things children must do to
grow into thinking adults. Both in the Initial
selection of space and later In the arrangement
of this space, creativity can turn emptiness into
a setting for growth.

Questions to be AnsweredThe many considera-
tions of space and its use will be discussed
more fully on rater pages. To begin with, how-
ever, here are a few questions to answer when
selecting the space that a child care center will
occupy:

1. Can separate rooms be closed off for
each group of children? This not only
prevents children of different groups
from disrupting one another, but also
gives each child a feeling of belonging
in a particular place with his own teach-
er, classmates, and familiar furnishings.
2. Are children's rooms protected frorn
adult traffic moving through the center?
Endless interruptions can ruin "a child's
efforts to complete an Idea.



3. Can rooms be arranged to provide
separate areas for quiet and active play?
This eliminates some of the collisions
that often lead to quarrels.
4. Is there space enough to provide for
supply cupboards, storage of cots, Indi-
vidual cubbies for children's coats,
chairs and tables, and still have ade-
quate open areas for play? Many State
licenses require from 35 to 50 square
feet per child of Indoor play space, ex.
duffing storage areas.
5. Is there space where a child who
needs a rest away from the pressures of
the group can work or play quietly by
himself?
6. Does the outdoor area offer room for
running, climbing, jumping, riding tri.
cycles, and group play?
7. Does the yard contain growing things,
like trees and shrubs, that will help a
child learn about his world?
8. Where outdoor space is lacking, is
there sufficient Indoor space for some
of the energetic activities that children
normally do outdoors?
9. Can the rooms be decorated Into
bright and cheerful places without
major renovations?

Nearness to the NeighborhoodThe purpose of
a child care center is to serve the people of a
community. Therefore it should be located in a
piece convenient to the people who will be
taking their children there every day. An ideal
location would be within walking distance for
most of the mothers who depend on the center.

At the same time, a center should have
adequate parking facilities for staff and visitors
and, ideally, an entrance and exit drive so that
cars delivering children can drive straight through
without reversing.

Converting an Old Houseit is easy to become
discouraged when seeking adequate space for
a child care center in an aging city neighbor-
hood. Unless there has been some urban renewal
with new housing, or if a church or other organ'.
nation has offered rooms, chances are the only
empty buildings available are old and rundown.
The situation Is 'difflOult, but not desperate.

Many old houses are basically solid
under their peeling paint and broken windows.
If a careful inspection by experts indicates that
the heating, plumbing, wiring, floors, and founda
tion are still good, the house may be fixed up fair-.
ly Inexpensively with the help of the mothers and
fathers of the neighborhood. The landlord should
be willing to help flnance some of these repairs
with volunteers providing some of the labor.

There is a general belief that child care
centers should be located on the ground floor of
a building. While this is convenient for going
out and coming in, a two.story house has certain
advantages as well. Children love to play on
stairs. They like to see how many steps they
can jump over when they get to the bottom and
how far their legs will stretch going up. Children
living In crowded city neighborhoods without
open play space devise all sorts of games around
the front steps of their homes.

When a child care center has success-
fully fixed up a tumbledown place, it stands
out like a shining example in a drab neighborhood.
The neighbors who helped paint the walls and

Trot oft' a



clean up the grounds may see that they could
do the same jobs in the houses where they
live. Mothers who willingly sewed bright cur-
tains for the center's rooms may now have the
momentum to do the same for the rooms at home.

It has happened over and over again that
the child care center has pointed the way for
people to change their own home settings. Dis-
couraged people who find out that there is some-
thing they can do to Improve their surroundings
are likely to become more optimistic about the
future and begin to look at the world in a more
positive light.

creating
an environment
for learning

Mental StimulationAnimals that have been con-
fined to small cages for long periods of time have
been tested in competition with the same type
of animal that has been free to move about a
varied environment. In every test, the animal
that had been free had developed a higher in.
telligence which enabled him to solve problems
that stumped the restricted animals.

What is true for mice finding their ways
through a maze is also true for children. Some
child care centers are so bare of variety and in-
teresting things to do they are like cages. No
one knowingly wants to put a child in a cage, yet
the effects of such a monotonous setting can be
as damaging to a child's growth as a cage.

Children who grow up In a setting that
offers challenges and new things to see and do
are the ones who learn faster and develop more
resources for coping with life's demands. Chi!.
dren and adults living in places, like orphanages,
prisons, and mental hospitals tend to lose interest
In their surroundings and in themselves. Both
mental and physical health declines In such
settings.

Even a child care center that has been
made over from rooms designed for another pur-
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pose can offer the kind of stimulation that young
children need for healthy mental growth. This
is the stage of discovery when a child begins
to move outside the narrow world of mother and
home and learns to live at ease In the wider
world.

It Is the time in life when all kinds of
unrelated.information about everything is flied
away in the brain to be sorted and ready for
recall when needed at any future time in life. We
all know, for example, that grass is cool, tree
bark is rough, feathers are soft, and dry leaves
are brittle. But no adult can remember the exact
time he made these useful discoveries. it is dur-
ing the years before formal schooling begins that
a child builds up his' warehouse of facts which
feeds him Information for making conscious de-
cisions throughout his life.

A good child care center must provide an
environment with enough variety to allow each
child to make countless discoveries about the
world.

Curriculum"Let's see how many different leaves
we can find on this beautiful autumn day," Miss
Cooper suggested during her group's outdoor
period. After the children had brought their col.
lections to her, she turned the leaf hunt into a
learning situation. "What color Is your leaf, Val?
Who found a yellow leaf? Let's help Jimmy count
his leaves. He has so many."

On another day Miss Cooper directed the
children's attention to the peculiar crawl of an
inchworm, and another time talked with the
children about the differences between sand and
soil in the play yard. When a bus broke down
outside the center, Miss Cooper turned the oc-
casion into a look-and-see lesson on motor ve-
hicles. In each instance, she drew on the con-
tents of the setting for her curriculum.

When a child care center, whether In an
urban or rural neighborhood, offers a rich variety
of experiences, it automatically contains endless
possibilities for discovering and learning.

BehavlorSpace and the organization of space
have a great deal to do with children's behavior.

"David ran into mel"
"Ernestine upset my baby buggyl"
"Carlos bumped my arm and spoiled my

paintingl"
"Jane kicked over my gas stationl"



These are cries that usually lead to
punches, pushes, bites, or tears. Sometimes such
collisions are intentional pranks of active chil-
dren, but some may be truly accidental because
there simply is not enough room for David and
his friends to move about

Crowded or poorly organized space con.
tributes to tension, excitement, overstimulation,
and, as a result of these, fatigue and emotional
upsets.

Julian decides to mold clay into a giraffe
like the one in the zoo book. He is absorbed in
his work until Lisa shoves Carmen against the
table. Carmen's hand slaps downsquashon the
unfinished giraffe. When Julian sees his flattened
giraffe, he glves;up. Instead of experiencing the
satisfaction of seeing a job through to a finished
product, he takes his frustration out by thumping
Carmen for her intrusion.

Many of the children who come to child
care centers live in cramped homes where too
many people share the same small space. There
are no opportunities for steady, uninterrupted
focus on constructive projects of their own. For
them, space where they can pursue their In-
terests with a fair amount of peace is essential
if they are to develop the good habits that spell
the difference between success and failure in
school and at work.

Changing the EnvironmentNorman was having
trouble peddling his tricycle through the wet
grass. After getting off and pushing it twice when
it got stuck, he decided to try riding on the ce-
ment walk instead. The wheels turned easily, and
Norman's frustration turned to delight at the fine
ride he was able to enjoy.

By this simple act, resourceful Norman
learned two things. He discovered that wheels
do not turn easily on grass, and he also learned
that he can do something about changing his
environment all by himself. If he doesn't like
riding on the grass, he can move to the walk and
Improve his situation.

This knowledge that a person can bring
about changes in his environment that will make
his own life or the lives of others better may
influence Norman in later life. It may help him
realize that he doesn't have to accept unpleas-
ant conditions in a passive way but can take
steps to make things better.

Many child care centers have room di-

viders that children can rearrange themselves
to give them the sense that they can change
the setting. Light-weight, movable fences out-
doors also allow the children to convert the play-
ground into a zoo or a playpen or anything else
they want It to be.

indoor
requirement

Amount of SpaceMany States require from 35
to 50 square feet of indoor play space per child
before a license is issued to a child care center.
This must be open space used strictly for play
and may not contain any storage facilities. Check
with the bureau that issues licenses in your
State to find out what requirements must be met.

Remember, the State lists the smallest
amount of space a center may have. If a location
is available with more indoor space, so much
the better, as long as It is organized in a way to
help the children grow.

There must be enough Indoor space to:
permit free movement of children and
adults
provide an area large enough for peri-
odic group or circle dancing, marching,
or running
offer protected areas for special activi-
ties, like building or reading
allow sleeping cots to be arranged so
there is free movement between them
arrange lunch tables so that children
can move freely around them and chairs
are far enough apart for ample eating
room.
Another factor in deciding how much

indoor space is needed is the age of the children
to be housed. The older a child, the faster he
moves and the more space he covers. While
toddlers under three can be happy In a fairly
small room, three- and four.yearolds may need
to tussle and roll on the floor or zoom from one

9



Watering and caring for a garden helps a child to foam
hOW plants grow.
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end of the room to the other at times, especially
when the weather Is bad and they can't go Out-
doors. This kind of activity naturally needs more
space.

To arrive at the play space available,
begin by measuring the total room area. Then
subtract the space occupied by storage 'cup-
boards, cots, shelves, coat cubbies, as well as
any space set aside for the movement of traffic.
The difference will be the area for play.

In mild climates many Indoor activities
can be carried on out of doors. With the addition
of an awning or roof for protection from the sun
and rain, a patio could well become an extension
of a classroom, Such outdoor areas may be In-
cluded in the figure for indoor play space if
they are usable the year around. However, they
must lend themselves to the type of quieter play
that children do Indoors and may not be merely
a section of the play yard,

Shape of SpaceRooms come In all shapes as
well as sizes. Generally speaking, a large square
room is easier to adapt to child care than either
a long narrow room or several small rooms. In
a square room low book shelves or cupboards
can partition off special play areas, yet one
teacher Is able to keep an eye on each corner
and reach a child in danger In an Instant.

A disadvantage Is that a large room
with many different activities going on at the
same time tends to be noisy. Music from the
record player can be heard in the book corner,
and when a bridge of blocks collapses, the noise
interrupts everyone's thoughts.

Small, separate rooms, on the other
hand, are cozier and will keep most of the noise
confined to the ears of those who make It.
However, it is Impossible for one teacher to see
what is going on in each room, Such an arrange.
ment demands more adult supervision,

Long, narrow rooms also are difficult
for one teacher to oversee, When she Is at one
end of the room, she is quite a distance- from
the children at the other end and cannot reach
them quickly in an emergency. If the space is
not carefully arranged, a long room also may
give the appearance of a hallway. And children
in hallways do one thingthey run, A long open
room is likely to affect children 'the same way.
While running Is good exercise for growing legs,
no teacher can keep order In a group of children



bnder'constant stimulation to run.

Arrangement of Space-- "Sonia, Sonja," calls
mother. "Dinner's ready." But there's no sign
ofSonja, yet mother knows she Is in the house.
After another call, mother begins to search for
her missing daughter. A giggle soon leads her to
the corner behind daddy's big chair. There
scrunched way down Is a laughinz little girl
who has just played a -trick on her mother.

All children love to hide:-to find a cozy
corner away from everyone and spend some time
by themselves. At home Tim likes to twist him-
self up in the drapes and stand like a statue.
Marie thinks It's fun to take the sheet off her
bed and cover her play table to make a hide-
away, Lamont likes to pretend he's a dog and
get under the kitchen table and beg for a bone.
Each in his own way exhibits a need to get
Into a little nook away from other people for
a moment.

Arrangements In a child care center can
provide some quiet niches for children to hide
In or secret places where teacher can hide sur-
prises for them. A new toy becomes extra attrac-
tive when it has been found during an exciting
treasure hunt.

In addition, the arrangement must pro-
vide an open space where the entire group can
'play a singing game, and an area for work
tables. Movable toy or book shelves or cupboards
on wheels can divide off corners for special
activitiesreading, painting, building with blocks,
listening to music or making sounds, and keeping
house, The amount of action involved and the
number of children who usually take part will
determine how large each area will be. Reading
and painting are likely to Interest only three or
four at a time, while five or six children may be
busy playing daddies and mommies.

These special areas must be protected
from adult traffic and from invasions by other
groups of children. It is such a temptation to
peek Into the next room and see what is going
on. And if one child does this, like as not the
rest of the children will jump up to look too.
Order flies out the window, and confusion takes
over before the teacher can steer the first child
back to what he was doing before he got the
urge to peek.

If threeyearold Bernadette has to walk
through the two-year-old area on her way to the

toilet, she really can't be blamed if a new toy
attrzots her on the way back. She may forget
where she Is headed and decide to stay a while
and play, unmindful that she Is disrupting the
younger children In the process.

When the bathroom is located so that
children have to cross through another group's
room to reach it, the committee might look into
the possibility of Installing another toilet in en
out-oftheway spot, under the stairs, for instance,
or In a corner of the kitchen.

Movement of Traffic Some child care centers In
old houses must live with rooms that were de.
signed originally for family living. The living
room, dining room, and kitchen may open directly
into one another without a connecting hallway.
If a hallway for through traffic can be constructed
in some way, so much the better. if not, dividers
may be arranged to route traffic along the side
of the room so that distractions are kept as far
away from the central play areas as possible.

Adults do not like to be interrupted
when they are concentrating on something. How
distracting it would be to have a stranger peer
over your shoulder and ask what you are doing
when you are trying to write out a grocery shop-
ping list! Children find It just as distracting to
have to shift attention from the picture they are
cutting out to answer a questien from a casual
passerby, Yet when visitors must pass through
a play area to get to other parts of the center,
it is a great temptation to stop and chat with
the children. Even the clack of high heels or the
bright color of someone's coat may compete
for attention when the work tables are too close
to the lane of traffic.

Space cries out for Ingenuity and bold-
ness in arranging it in the way that will be best
for the children. Whenever you want to change
the way space is organized in a child care center,
ask one question first: Is this going to help or
disturb the children? if the answer is to help, by
all means give your Ideas a try.

Housekeeping CornerChildren usually do not
play house alone. They need mommies, daddies,
babies, aunties, grannies, and next door neigh-
bors. The housekeeping corner must be large
enough to accommodate enough child-sized fur-
niture to make the play realistic and to provide
elbow space for five or six children. A minimum
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area would be about 35 square feet or five by
seven feet, Thit is always a popular spot in any
child care center and should take priority In
assigning floor space. A twostory playhouse
takes up less floor area, but requires a room
with a high enough ceiling to permit the children
to stand up on the top level. There are individual
differences in space needs.

Sleek Building Ares-- Architects are people of
vision who think In soaring dimensions. Their
creativity demands room for expensive expres-
slon. SO, too juvenile architects In the block
corner need room to express their creativity
whether It be a highway system, an airport and
runways, or simply a garage. if the children are
to be encouraged to try new things, they have to
have the space to spread out. Thk space should
be off by itself as far away from traffic as pos-
sible to offer reasonable assurance that the build-
ings won't be knocked over.

Anyone who has watched young children
building with blocks knows that "spread out"
Is just what they do in many ways. It Is very
likely that at least one will be sprawled fiat on
his tummy trying to get the precise balance for
the block he Is placing. When three youngsters
tackle building projects at once, they can easily
use as much as 75 or more square feet of space.

Reading NookA product has to be attractive to
sell. This Is the message that pummels us con-
stantly from television and radio. Publishers of
children's books got the message many years
ago and began printing their books in large,
easy-to-read type with colorful drawings. Librari-
ans caught the ni.ssage and began to furnish
children's rams in libraries with comfortable
chairs and tables and decorate the walls with
bright posters in their efforts to "sell" children
on the pleasures of reading.

Well-planned child care centers too can
help make books attractive to young children by
providing a cozy, comfortable area for reading.
Children who enjoy reading and learn readily
when they go to school usually are 'those who
had abmeolle read to them and who were free to
handle' bOoks Oenlhey were-quite young

itarling *Of 061.11c1 be-quiet, away
from traff(q' and gotlys play areas. A ceuple of
child-sized armchairs Or rotkera- Will give It
a relaxed atmosphere. It shobid be a
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place a child wants to enter for pleasure.
Low book shelves are excellent dIviderS

to set the reading corner apart from the rest Of
the room and, at the same time, put a selettiOn
of books within reach of small hands. An area
about four by six feet, not counting the space
occupied by the shelves, should make an ade-
quate reading nook for one or two children.

Painting SectionGood child care constantly
seeks ways to help a child express his thoughts
and feelings. Painting is one of several ways a
child can do this. Therefore it Is desirable that
paints and easels be ready for use at any time
Sometimes children need several days to ex-
periment with paints and develop an idea. If
a-child can paint only when teacher decides to
set up the easels, he is likely to forget the idea
that he started to express that last painting day
but perhaps did not complete at that time.

Artists need to organize their feelings
in a quiet atmosphere. This must be kept -In
mind in placing the easels In an out-of-theway
spot. An upset easel or jarred painting arm may
not only spoil a child's work, but could Interrupt
his train of thought akd prevent his completing
his project.

For a group of 10 to 12 children, It is ad-
visable to have two standing easels available at
all times. Double easels where two children can
be accommodated at onceens on each side
are more practical for they allow Mir children
to paint at the same time In a relatively small
area of about four by six feet.

Water PlayThe feel, sight, and sound of water
are soothing to adults and children alike. VacatiOn
resorts usually are located by the sea or a lake
because of the restful effects of the nearby body
of water. Babies and young children particularly
love to play in water,

Once an Infant gets used to the strange
feel of his body' immersed In water, his bath
usually becomes a high point in his diy. He-not
only has fun splashing, but also enjoys the full
attention of the adult giving the bath. He
begins to associate water With warm feelings
about other people

As the-Infant grows and Nearks to Move
about by himself, will Seek 60 volt t? 'PO
In. Many a horrified mother hag- ogiti,h3-0-
monthold splashing' file=-- *WIC the



toilet bowl.
If it is at all possible, a child care center

should recognize this need and provide some
place where children can play In water, A low
sink In the room may become a doll's bathtub
or a place to wash dishes. Some centers have
especially built water tables where four or five
youngsters can bathe their babies or simply
pour water from small containers into larger
ones, This simple activity can fascinate a normal-
ly hyperactive child so much that he Is able to
remain quietly occupied for a half hour or so.
In the process, he begins to develop a feeling
far what It takes to fill empty space. A dishpan
or washtub on a low table may serve the same
purpose.

When the water table Is connected to
the plumbing, the children have the added ex-
perience of turning water on and off.'However,
children sometimes forget to turn the water off,

Large lri4iiriliiiilerielleieeterl cornet

or they may not even know that water will over-
flow when the container Is full. Teacher must
keep an alert eye and a handy mop, just In case.

Usually in a center converted from an
old house there is a tub In the bathroom. This
may be useful. There are centers serving children
from homes without running water. Bathing be-
comes a chore when water has to be carried from
a pump, and baths are not given so frequently
as In homes with modern plumbing. If the center
has a bathtub, a teacher's aide can pop a dirty
child Into a warm bath when he arrives in the
morning and make him feel more comfortable all
day.

A bathtub can be useful in hot weather
as well. Many children at home take long play
baths on sultry summer, afternoons, There Is
no reason why children in a center cannot enjoy
the same pleasure, Two or three at a time can
spend 20 minutes or so cooling their bodies and
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possibly calming their frustrated spirits at the
same time.

KitchenFood and warm feelings are often tied
together In our memories. This goes back to the
time when we were Infants and were held snugly
In our mother's arms while we drank our milk.
From the very beginning babies learn that love,
a full tummy, and feeling good go together.

Many a young bride Is unhappy because
her husband seems to long for his mother's cook-
ing when his mother Is no better a cook than
the bride is. Actually, his memories of mother's
cooking are wrapped up In remembrances of a
warm kitchen full of tantalizing aromas and
perhaps of his coming home from school on a
wintry day and having a caring mother give
him hot chocolate and freshly baked cookies
to warm him up. After a few years of marriage,
similar memories will surround his wife's cook-
ing, and he will no longer crave his mother's
meals.

When a child care center has a big
enough kitchen, and meals are prepared there,
the children can benefit from this home-like
atmosphere. Just the delightful smells coming
from a kitchen will whet the children's appetites
to eat a wholesome lunch.

If the kitchen is large enough, it can
become an important part of the child's learning.
Two or three children at a time can go to the
kitchen and help the cook. Even preschoolers
can sift flour (if cook isn't too fussy about a bit
on the floor) or measure sugar into a cup. They
may not be up to breaking the eggs, but they love
to work the egg beater. it may be wise for one
child to hold the bowl while another turns the
handle. Mixing up a meat loaf with clean hands
can be even more fun than making a mud pie
because you get to eat the finished product
later,

While children are doing all these fun
things with cook, they are learning many facts
about measures, weights, and how differcint
substances feel and act when mixed together.
They begin to get an idea of simple fractionsa
half and a quarteras they use the Measuring
cups and spoons. Learnink- that such "cliffertnit
ingredie,

Wirnts

a*eggi,' sugar;sugar; buffer; salt, and
vanilla en1Mbierr fotetber and 'bok6cf. turn
Of to 'be cake is a- valaable lestorilet- young
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There are some children In child care
centers who do not know the joys that can re-
volve around cooking. Night after night dinner
may be a TV frozen platter or a hamburger from
a nearby drive-in or a peanut butter sandwich.
This Is not necessarily a condition of poverty. It
often is the pattern In middle-Income families
where mother works or Is too busy to cook.

If the 'child care center can help to
provide some of the old-fashioned experiences
'hat are missing in our busy modern Nei, it
will be giving the children healthy understandings
and good feelings to grow on.

A Cheerful AtmosphereMany people feel moody
and out of sorts on a dreary day. Brightness has
an effect on human personalities. Several days
without sunshine can turn a lighthearted person
Into a grouch. Surroundings play an important
part In how we behave.

If the atmosphere outdoors affects peo.
pie so strongly, there is no reason to think that
the atmosphere Indoors has any different effect.
In fact, a bright, cheerful room can overcome the
depression of a dark day. A room may be Inviting
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or repelling. Hopefully, all rooms in all child
care centers shout out "welcome" to everyone.

Good lighting, bright pictures, gay cur-
tains, perhaps a pretty rug in a housekeeping
corner all help to make a center a pleasant
place to spend the day. if the room Is decorated
in a way that makes adults feel refreshed, they
are bound to be more patient with the children,

Decorations In a child care center do
more than look pretty. While they are bringing
Mita gay feeling, they are serving an important
function in the children's development, The child
whose drawing hangs on the wall feels he has
contributed toward making the room nice. He
Is proud that his teacher thought his work was
worth displaying to other people, If teacher can
take the time to mount his painting on colored
construction paper to set It off with an attractive
edging, it will increase the child's feeling of
worth.

Other wall decorations may be designed
to help children learn. Almost every room for
child care has a large, colorful calendar that
the teacher uses in different ways. One teacher
may have the children pin the correct number for
that day Into the proper square. Another teacher
may use it to talk about the weather and attach
a paper symbol describing that day's weather
a gray cloud, a yelidw sun, blue drops of rain,
Pictures characteristic of tile different seasons
help chileran get the idea of longer stretches of
time.

There are so many ways a teacher may
choose to decorate her room, It is Impossible to
describe them all. Any furnishing that produces.
happy feelings has a place In a child tare center,

Storagein arranging space to help children
grow, we must not forget the practical need of
places to store things. If children are to learn
to live orderly lives, they must be familiar with
surroundings where there Is a place for every-
thing. The center must- have special places-for
toys, art supplies, books, records, and everything
that makes up the setting.

Where toys are kept varies in different
centers. Some prefer to keep everything out of
the Children't teeth so that teacher can decide
what they will play with each day. However, It
,seems preferablefere tors to be'Placed oni_towf
open Wel* where Ohlidren:.dan get t6' them,
This arrangement help§ -a child to niake'hie'ewn

tt,

A suite with running water can he used for
housekeeping play Of many kinds.

choices in what he wants to do and, with re-
peated reminders to be sure, to help him learn
the important habit of putting things away when
he is through with them,

In addition to storage for supplios, a
center must have a place for children's coats,
preferably In child-sized open lockers or cubbies
with a hook low enough for a child to reach,
This encourages him to hang up his own coat.
Each child's cubby is his own and usually is iden
tined In some way, either by his own picture or
the picture of a special anima; or flower. Adults
too must have a place to hang their coats and
keep other personal possessions.

Cots need to be stacked against a wail
out of the way if there is no cupboard to store
them In. Incidental tables are needed to hold
the record player, the cage of white mice, the
goldfish bowl, the daffodil bulbs the c_ hildren

planted, and the clay elephants they molded.
Theie needs are naturally different In each
room.

How to Proceed --When yollOve thought out what
lirekiiired in each roohl, It lithe to-draVe'rqp
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three-yearold loose and what does he do? He
runs. He runs becatise he enjoys using his leg
muscles and, when glven the opportunity, he
cannot resist a lively sprint. While he runs for
enjoyment, he also is helping the large muscles
In his body to grow stronger and learn to do
more things.

Child care centers must provide some
place where children can run, jump, climb, throw,
and do all the strenuous exercises that children
have to do to develop. Young Children are some-
thing like a boiling kettle of water. If a kettle
does not have a small opening to let the steam
escape, eventually the steam will build up so
much pressure that it will burst the seams of the
kettle. If young children cannot run and let off
steam once in a while, their unused energy will
build up and eventually explode into uncon-
trollable behavior. Ask any teacher what happens
to a class of normally well-behaved children con-
fined indoors for several days during a rainy
spell.

Some children need more room than
others depending on where they live, A child
whose home is a small apartment on the tenth
floor of a high-rise may have a tiny balcony for
a play yard. He rides an elevator up and down,
and the only exercise he gets may be walking
around the block. In the same way the child
whose family lives in a city house may have
only busy sidewalks and streets to play In. Both
youngsters are likely to arrive at the center ready
to tear loose after a weekend of confinement.

On the other hand, children who live In
garden-style apartment developments where the
management provides playgrounds, and children
who live in the suburbs or country have oppor-
tunities to use up their energies at home. They
may not require so much space at the center.

Some states require at least 100 square
feet of outdoor play space per child. Check the
licensing bureau In your State for local require.
ments.

Making :he Best of itOutdoor play space may
be large-Or small, flat or hilly, grassy or paved.
It may be shaded -by large- trees or may bake
i `the Summer sun. It may be a square Of grass
In the rear-of a ditY'holise, or It may extend- for
Wet; .rt. Iney haVe a brook- winding through It,
or It aria 'ir ilaVe'llothing- more than e hose, On.
nectiOn: Whatever It it aati-be ada-Pfed

in some way for young children.
Just as imagination can turn a bare room

into a stimulating setting for growth, so creative
Ideas and hard work can convert a straggly
back yard into a mini-playground. In thls kind
of planning, size Is not so Important as ideas.
Rolling space Is delightful for young children
to play in, but when It doesn't exist, there is no
use worrying about it. A small outdoor spot
arranged with young children in mind can be
more beneficlal than acres of land that are not
used well.

Paved driveways are great for riding
tricycles or playing with large trucks. Iron railings
around stairways make climbing bari, provided
the stairway Is not very high and there is always
an adult nearby to supervise.

A patch of barren dirt can become a
complex .ighway system under the Imaginative
hands of a child. Add a little water and the
highways turn into rivers for sailing boats, Dig
a shallov hole, and the patch of dirt becomes
a doll's swimming pool. One group of children
can use the spot to dig a pond and an enclosure
to exercise a pair of turtles. Another group may
want to make a lake and float walnut shell boats.
Just digging holes and filling them with water
can be satisfying and at the same time help
the child to gain an understanding of quantities
needed to fill spaces of different sizes.

Another patch of soil can be put aside
for a garden where children plant flower and
vegetable seeds, water and weed them, and watch
them grow. These are all learning activities that
can be carried on as well in a small area as a
large one.

Where space is plentiful, of course, there
is more opportunity to explore and discover.
A hill Is nice to roll down. A brook allows young
engineers to build dams and bridges in addition
to giving small feet a place to wade. One center,
whose land bordered on a lake, fenced In a sec-
tion of lake shore beach for a giant sandbox. A
wooded area is perfect for hiding games and
learning about nature, Children adore secret
places, and there is a certain mystery about peek-
ing at the world through thick leaves.

Too much space,. however, can be a
detriment it is -not handled properlvthere
are timed when it is desirable forlfie children
to be t6g6thArin a' small outdoor area Some
addif helpers may be alisent'ini teacher ca-n.
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not keep track of everyone alone, or she may have
planned some special activity that she wants
everyone to participate in Whatever the reason,
It Is best if the space has been divided by a
fence or hedge that can form a barrier to re-
strict the children to one area when It Is nec-
essary.

When There Is No Outdoor Spaceit can happen
In an Inner city neighborhood that there is no
location with outdoor play space available. What
to do? The situation may not be Ideal, but it can
be handled.

Take another look at the Inside space,
Can a room be spared as a miniature gymna-
sium? Other centers have done this by reserving
one fairly large room for outdoor type play, Small
pieces of apparatus can fit Into such a room,
along with a few tricycles and wagons. One such
room contained a small slide along one wall.
in another room, steps had been added for climb-
Ing to a little balcony built above a storage
cupboard, Each group has a certain time such

day in the mini-gym according to a schedule
worked out by the staff.

Some centers also have been able to
use space on the roof for a play area, Naturally,
it must be made safe with a high fence all
around.

When a child care center enjoys good
community relations with other organizatlons, it
is sometimes possible to work out a permanent
arrangement to use outdoor space somewhere
else. it may be a church, a civic association, or
even the yard of a friendly neighbor. School
playgrounds may be used after the school Chil-
dren have gone home or during hours that the
playground is not In use Parks, If they are not
too far away, should also be lvislted often.

Unless the place is within walking dis
tance, however, It may be inconvenient to get
there every day, so ample Indoor play space is
still important

SafetyWhen children, play hard, they are bound
to get hurt sometimes. Accidents cannot always

Runnlnj togethervIrra perk develops a Ono Ofiriree,



be avoided, but exercise Is so important to a
child's growth 'that' this need outweighe the
danger of his getting hurt while exercising.
Teachers and aides, however, must always be
close enough to climbing children and alert to
rescue them from perilous positions or to warn
then) of danger, If an accident should occur, the
teacher may want to supervise more closely, but
she should not nervously restrain children's
spontaneous play for fear of accidents,

Part Of learning about the world In the
early years is to learn the situations that might
be dangerous and to avoid them. It may take a
skinned elbow for Carter to learn that he cannot
turn _a sharp corner while pedaling his tricycle
at top speed. Sharon may be surprised to find
Out what happens when she opens her hands
while swinging from the monkey bays. Maybe
Craig doesn't really know that it hurts when he
kicks someone In the face until he kicks Suellen
and she cries.

While teacher will sympathize and com-
fort the hurt children, she knows that the next
time they will know better how to keep from
getting hurt or keep from hurting others.

Keeping an eye on every child does not
mean teachers and aides should hover over the
youngsters ready to grab them at every turn.
This steals away some of the joys of being inde-
pendent and discovering by themselves. Keeping
an -eye on them does mean that adults should
divide the play yard into areas of supervision
so that an adult is near every group of children
in case of an accident. The time outdocirs is
part` of the teacher's work day_and not a beak
for her to spend gossiping with her co-teachers.

Good supervision involves knowing the
dangerous areas of the yard and taking steps
to make them safer, A jungle gym or slide on
a hard surface would be safer if the area were
covered with old mattresses. Grass, on the other
hand, is softer and less dangerous. Teachers
might also be aware that accidents hap-pen more
frequently In a crowded play yard.

Part of safety also Is reminding the
children over and over again what the rules of
behavior for the play yard are naMely; no push -

ing;_ objects or sand,-' no, j4TP,Int
Oft 'a irfoliini no:-running !pto_iitker- 011-
d*ri;- aid-ale-hem I -regard for -otheet all times.

Storage4 there'' ls4 storage 'Space ::,o4tdoorS for
IOW-Kat-are Used bbtsIde,'It saved Indoor

for other uses. Collapsible garden sheds or even
lift vans that are used in overseas shipments
will make adequate storage, room. Even a lean,
to built against the side of the building will offer
protection for the bulky equipment. Any storage
shed should be located in an out-oftheway spot
where it takes up as little play space as possible,
Whatever is used must be dry and secure against
weatker and Intruders.

Tools for GrowthGeorgine excitedly opened the
huge box under the Christmas tree and sqUealed
with delight at the life-sized doll Inside. Out OW
examining it and noticing the ribbon in Its halr
and the lace on its dress, she put It aside and
spent the rest of the morning playing with the
empty box.

"See, Daddy, I'm in a boat going down
the river. Look at me now, I'm hiding from a
tiger." Turning the box over and straddling
she announced, "Thit horse -will save me from
the tiger."

Mother and father looked at their smiling
daughter and the simple box that had made her
so happy while her expensive new doll lay ne-
glected on the floor. Somehow they had chosen
the wrong gift for Christmas,

The reason so many gifts seem to be
wrong Is that adults often forget what toys ought
to do for a child. They think of toys as some-
thing pretty to look at or soft to hold,' not as
a child's tools for learning. Later when-diorgihe
Is tired, she may find hat doll 'Comforting titi take
to bed, but that Morning she needed siimethiPi
to stimulate her Imagination,

Child care tools
to help children grow both thePtaIly ar d'Shysic.
ally, Some i41111,14- tale- mdiciet` gror stakrig,
and lanieti9 1144 leith certain
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skills. But the equipment at a good child center
must do more than help muscles grow. More
exercise would do that. Toys at a tenter or at
home must help children learn about their world.

If children were turned loose in a toy
store to experiment with and select the toys
they want, the .choices might be quite different
from those toys well-meaning parents might buy.

Television advertising right before
Christmas often leads to frustration as well. The
commercials make the toys look so attractive
that children will ask for them, and loving parents
will buy them. The toys are shown In magnifi-
cent, built-toscale settings that make them look
like the real article. What a disappointment on
Christmas morning to find that the powerful
steam shovel Is made of plastic and comes apart
easily or the doll that kicks has such a hard
body to 'house all her batteries that she is too
stiff fora little girl to dress and undress and
will rust if put In the bathtub.

In selecting toys for home or supplies for
a child care center, the same question that was
asked in arranging space might be asked again:
Will this toy help or hinder the growth of a
child?

Be Creative "How can we buy all the equipment
we need when we have so little money?" That Is
the question every beginning child care center
asks. Manufacturers today are turning out marvel-
ous equipment for preschool children, but any
sturdily built piece that will hold up under several
years' assault by lively youngsters Is expansive.

Again, lots of imagination and some hard
work can often furnish a center at a fraction of
the cost of buying everything. This Is a project
that the director, staff, and parents can cooperate
in and together create a setting that will promote
allaround growth In their children.

In many public school districts children
bring home notes at the beginning of each year
asking the parents to send in all kinds of "junk."
Empty spools, milk and egg cartons, scraps of
material, ends of wood, old tires, plastic bleach
jugs, magazinesIn fact, just about anything Is
useful.

At the year goes on, the "junk" begins
to reappear in-the children's work, 'Egg cartons
come` fOrria as bumblebees or Christmas' bells,

itrini, and bits of
-ilaktaa are glued infO-oolliges. SOrips'Or &els

tiboftetieL L'Viiti II 6
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fabric end up draping a papier macho choir boy.
With the tops cut off at different levels the
plastic bleach jugs are now containers to learn
about quantities.

In the physical education classes more
"junk" shows up. Bicycle tires become hoops for
rolling on the ground or spinning around the
waist. A tire can be used to stretch muscles when
two children sit on the floor facing one another,
their feet pressed together, and rock back and
forth pulling the tire between them. One imagine
five gym teacher got the telephone company to
p,lve him a reel that had held cable and managed
to obtain the Innertube of an airplane tire. The
two unlikely objects together made an exciting
game of climbing onto the reel and jumping off
onto the innertube.

There are so many possibilities no single

book can list them all. These few examples are
Intended only to start the wheels of Imagination
turning. Additional suggestions will be found in
a later book of this series, Caring for Children,
titled "Conditions for Learning."

Although the emphasis throughout this
book is on making equipment or adapting some
natural object to substitute for a bought Item,
this does not Imply that manufactured equips
ment Is no good. Much of it Is excellent. When
funds are limited, however, It makes sense to
spend money for a few major durable Items that
may be difficult to substitute and make many of
the smaller things that are needed.

Detailed lists of necessary supplies may
be found In Rainbow Series Book 9, "Equipment
and Supplies," which may be obtained from the
Bureau of Child Development Services, Office

tar abet
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of Child Development, Department of Hea Rho
Education, and Welfare, P.O. Box 1182, Washing.
ton, D. C. 20013,

climate makes
a difference

Think Around the YearChild care centers usually
are open all year rqund and In all kinds of
weather, In selecting a location for a center, the
weather at all seasons must be considered, An
enclosed and shaded sun porch may seem bright
and airy In July, but might be impossibly drafty
In February. Likewise, a sunny yard may seem
warm and protected in December, while It would
be suffocating in August.

A center In a mild climate where most
of the year is warm enough for children to be
outside without coats can make free use of
patios and porches as part of the Indoor play
area. A slidingdoor arrangement from an inside
room to an outside area can bring nature closer
to the children In Southern California, for In.
stance. However, this same sliding door in Min.
nesota might make the room so cold that heat.
Ing costs would be exorbitant.

When winter days are long and dark,
large windows to let In as much daylight as
possible are desirable. These same windows
in the hot south west probably would need
draperies to block out the strong glare of the sun.
Where the sun is intense, an outdoor area will
have to provide some shade, but freezing gales
may be the problem of a center in the north,
and a solid fence may have to be built to pro.
tect the play yard.

Each location is unique. The committee
that fulfills its job of selecting the best available
site for a child care center 'must Imagine how
each locatiOn will be du-ring every month 014
year.= The house that Is convott404 los-JOrie but
unlivable in- .iaintsirS; The best salting
for good child care.

24'

Planning the ProgramYou wouldn't expect a
child from Florida to be a good Ice skater, nor
a child from New York City to be very good at
riding a horse. There are exceptions, of course,
but generally the sports we know are those we
can do easily where we live, When it Is warm,
children near the water learn to swim. When
there Is a lot of snow, they learn to ski,

The program in a child care center also
is dependent on the climate. A center In Minne-
sota, for instance, might spend only half as much
money on tricycles as a center In Maryland, but
instead buys a number of sleds. In Moscow,
where many days are cold and drizzly, sandboxes
are built under large roofs so that children can
still play outdoors without getting wet. Open.
sided pavilions with roofs and wooden floors also
are popular for outdoor play.

Even the day's schedule is tied to the
climate, in hot places, it is wise to use the early
morning hours before the sun Is high In the sky
for outdoor activities. During the mid-day heat
the children are more comfortable Indoors.- The
opposite arrangement, of course, must be fol-
lowed when the weather is cold, and the children
are more comfortable out of doors when the
sun Is high.

In discussing a setting for growth we
must remember that environment Is not only
things. It Is also people. The teacher, her aides,
mother voiunteeers, and the children, themselves,
all are vital parts Of the setting.

The single, most Important Influence on
a child in a center, naturally, is the teachers The
entire prograM revolves around her, Adult helpers
enrich and bolster the teacher's relationship with
the children. But all learning is not necessarily
triggered off by an adult, A child, who may reject
the lead of an adult, can often learn by mimick
Ing other children.

A skillful, understanding teacher, whose
primary goal is caring for children, can provide
a challenging program, even when the physical
setting is hot Ideal. On the o_ ther hand, 4n
incompetent, uncaring teacher, 'though working
In 4n, Ideal setting with the most advanced
materials, mar .still tie- (41014-'0 reach', her
6-14.1ien. A good tlat,bet in a welt-Planned setting
-dornbitibs' the batio elementt: for tuCeesifili
-child care.
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